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Contemporary trends

Modern trends in the aspects of 
educational, humanitarian and pure 
sciences fields of knowledge basic 
infrastructure in developing mental and 
professional capabilities, and enhance 
positive values of modern man 
contribute in initiating social raise in all 
its different aspects, and response to 
the challenges of the technology of the 
century, its results of informational 
revolution, abbreviate  the time needed 
to reach the sources of learning and 
achieve social and intel lectual 
communication.  

Mainstream teaching does not 
meet the ambition of man to get 
knowledge any more we have parallel 
teaching. The technology of education 
occupied huge place in educational 
system. The concepts of quality and 
authority spread in the facilities of 
mainstream and universities. Literature 
took its place between other kinds of 
modern literature, pure sciences 
witnessed new vision and new trends as 
well appeared in social and physical 
education.



Topics:
-ں Parallel teaching and social 
development.
-ں Teaching technology and information 
revolution.
-ں Quality and authority programs in 
educational field.
-ں Modern trends in physical sciences
-ں   Modern trends in historical studies.
-ں Modern applications of geography.
-ں Literature of children between theory 
and application.
-ں English language and its applications
-ں Pure sciences and life.
-ں Teaching and learning in Islamic 
thought.
-ں Modern psychological and 
educational trends.
-ں Modern trends in special education 
and their reflections on reality.

Aims of the conference:
The conference aims at achieving the 

following aims:
 Researches in modern trends in pureں
scientific, humanitarian and educational field.
 To get acquaintance with modern applicationsں
of teaching technology in educational reality.
 Show positive effects made by modern trendsں
in historical, geographical and linguistic studies.
 Activate the role of physical sciences inں
building man's health and enforce physical 
culture in society.
 Shifting the attention of Arabic language andں
literature researchers towards the studies of 
children literature and its impact in value 
uprising.
 Authenticating Islamic thought in teaching andں
learning and encourage researchers to make 
comparative studies.
 Magnifying the role of mathematics and pureں
sciences in giving scientific treatments in the 
specialization.
 Urge researchers to present modern trends inں
the field of English language.
 Evaluating quality programs in educationalں
facilities and methods of achieving facilitational 
and academical authority.
 Give the researchers and teachers a chance toں
publish their scientific researchers after being 
scientifical evaluated as well as providing 
scientific atmospheres to argue, debate, and 
intellectual communication between 
participants.

General Recommendations :

Important notes:

Important dates:

.It must be relevant to one of the aspectsں
 It must not be published or to be published  inں
other scientific magazines, conferences and 
symposiums.
 To follow the methods of educationalں
researchers in writing researches and 
documing.
 Numbers of papers must not be over (20) A4ں
pages and the line must be simplefiled Arabic, 
number 14.
-The researcher must provide two paperں
printed copies in addition to CD with the 
minimum linguistic, academic and printing 
mistakes.
 The researcher must commit to amend hisں
research according to referees notes.

 The college will print all the acceptedں
researches in special edition of its magazines.
 Fees of the participation (30) thousand dinarsں
for the research of university of mosul (60) 
thousand dinars for the researches inside Iraq 
and (100$) for researches from outside Iraq.
 The college responsible for hospitality andں
accomodity  for the participant researchers 
outside nineveh and arab researchers outside 
Iraq.

 Date of accepting research abstracts as wellں
as participation form 3/3/2013.
.Date of accepting participation is 24/3/2013ں
 Correspondences are directed to the registerں
of preparing committee on the following e-
mail.

     basicEdConference@yahoo.com
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